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Artist Statement

Artist Statement

The title of this show, “Orgone” is taken from Wilhelm Reich’s 1930s idea of a universal life force of the same
name, which is directly connected to human sexuality and the orgasm. Reich is quoted as saying, “Only the
liberation of the natural capacity for love in human beings can master their sadistic destructiveness.” Reich, a
student of Freud who fled the Nazis to America became a strong influence on the beat generation that would
contribute to the upheavals of the 1960s. In many ways my work is and has been a search for my cultural
heritage, from the philosophies and ideas of my parents and other beatnik, hippie, feminist, twelve step, new
age adherents, to the experiences of their parents: working class immigrants, with violent upstart peasant roots
on one side and communist gun running mystics on the other.
One aspect of my artwork is to uncover and assess the somewhat vague roots of the counter-culture and
Alternative Left in America and Europe. Through this process of investigation I have observed the many pitfalls
and mistakes made in the past, from cultist tendencies to excessive drug use and possibly most importantly, a
naïve underestimation of the extreme measures that those in the dominant culture would go to stop them. In
my choice of genre and subject matter I do not necessarily mean to endorse or deny any one person or idea
but to open them up for contemplation and most of all to engage a discussion about egalitarian and ecological
principles and the role of technology in our current environmental crises.
For this show Romanticism and Spirituality take center stage. There is a way of picturing light in our visual culture
and art history that might be referred to as “God light.” It is typically presented as “rays” of sun passing through
heavy atmosphere and is present in theological texts, when the rays are meant to represent the presence of God
and the miraculous. The capturing and often exaggerating of moments of visual exaltation are meant to point
to some hidden energy or consciousness in the universe. Now in the twenty-first century is difficult to look to
the sky without the lens of science and an awareness of the effects of technology on the realm of the heavens.
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Studio view of Untitled 2 (Land Porn Series) in progress
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Panoramic studio view (February 2013)

In a sense my work explores the danger for corruption that exists in anything, one example being the manipulation

consciousnesses are uploaded into one super machine and transcend space and time; this is also called the

of weather and atmosphere being done by many countries, most importantly our own, using HAARP and cloud

“Omega point” or “God point.”

seeding.
To me this is the Romanticism of the techno-fascist. This is one possible reading of my latest work but a rather
A second example is how the German Romantic painters, with their embrace of natural beauty and rejection

negative one in my opinion.

of the destruction wrought by the industrial revolution, would be held up as symbols of national pride in the
promotion of Nazi ideology.

And to say that my latest work has a positive spiritual message because of the reference to a historical religious
symbol of the sublime is difficult for me to swallow as well. So in some ways I could be happiest if these works

Inseparable from the rays of light in many of the works are the spectrum orbs created by the breaking up of light

are thought of as beautiful or simply pretty. I know this notion is looked down upon, but I think that the last 150

through the camera’s lens. The lens flare was a motif I began using in response to its use in the 24-hour news

years of mechanization and modernization have brought so much ugliness and destruction to the world—and

cycle, on New Age and cult pamphlets and soft-core pornography. I see these works as distilling the God light

that includes Art and especially Architecture—that it is noble to attempt beautiful creation.

from the Western painting’s history (and Hallmark greeting cards) and mixing it with the soft light, lens flare of
pornography and propaganda.

Things that I consider when making a work are the long read, when the ideas reveal themselves to you slowly
and what it is like to live with a work and how the visual experience can enhance and deepen our lives. Beauty

This melding of the classic (if not clichéd) image of God Consciousness with an after effect of technology,

plays a big role in this, along with concept, and often, humor.

the camera’s lens, points us in the direction of the Transhumanists, who, though mostly atheist, think that we
as humans can reach a point of immortality through technological advances. This culminates in what Ray
Kurzweil refers to as the, “spiritual age of machines,” when artificial intelligence surpasses our own and builds
a machine that surpasses its own and so on. This event is known as the “singularity.” At that point our individual
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Mysterium Magnum: Paul Jacobsen’s Orgone
Grace Yvette Gemmell

I.
Whereas the beautiful is limited, the sublime is limitless, so that the mind in
the presence of the sublime, attempting to imagine what it cannot, has pain
in the failure but pleasure in contemplating the immensity of the attempt.
-Immanuel Kant
The world must be romanticized. This is how one recovers original meaning.
Romanticizing is nothing more than a qualitative amplification…elevating the
Ordinary to the Sublime, ascribing to the Known the dignity of the Unknown,
and permitting the Finite a semblance of the Infinite.
-Novalis
The aesthetic is no intruder in experience from without, whether by way of
idle luxury or transcendent ideality, but that it is the clarified and intensified
development of traits that belong to every normally complete experience.
-John Dewey

The purely aesthetic pursuit has, from time to time,

repulsive in the visual arts; all of which purportedly lend

acquired a particularly suspicious reputation in the

themselves better to the cultural and political climate

visual arts. By reason of its association with amplification

of the twenty-first century, although the discussion

and immoderation, it is often dismissed as a frivolity,

surrounding these binaries is certainly not unique to it.

or mere ornamentation. Unsanctioned beauty is often
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regarded as a kind of irrelevant perversion or waste,

Although often ascribed to the realm of beauty, the

the effect of which is an estrangement or insincerity

sublime’s proper province is that of grandeur—the

of representation. The disavowal of the purely

terrifyingly beautiful or the beautifully terrifying—and,

aesthetic has frequently been met with a counter-

in its closest iteration, a combination of the two. While

reactive preference for the inarticulate, irreverent, and

degeneracy and corruption may well be de rigueur

Green Mountain (detail)
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Detail of Orgone

concerns in the visual arts, and while many would argue

natural or artificial; rather than being pitted as at odds

that art’s proper function lies in its ability to address

with one another, a much more syncretic relationship

and engage the social, this sensibility does not dictate

between such traditionally opposed aspects emerges

that, while it may address this content, its form must

when placed in Jacobsen’s hands. His paintings are

necessarily mimic it. The transformative, elevating

sites of ambiguity, deferring narrative meaning while

qualities of the purely aesthetic in the visual arts are not

still engaging and eliciting an aesthetic response. They

merely visually arresting, but also hold equally effective

hold the unique capacity to be viewed with immense

potential for addressing social issues.

aesthetic indulgence, absent of an overt narrative
pretext, experienced as heavily laden with manifest

Perhaps one of the most cogent contemporary

implications. In keeping with this practice, Jacobsen’s

attestations to this assertion is found in the work of

Orgone presents a visually stunning body of paintings

Paul Jacobsen. Possessing a specific debt to the

rooted in an erratic cluster of well-researched, esoteric

rhetoric of the sublime, Jacobsen’s paintings often

concerns presented under the veneer of a divinely

tackle very dark, heavy themes within the context of the

animated, and sensual natural world—which still

painfully, unabashedly beautiful. There are no clear-cut

defers to Goethe’s dictum that “we must encourage the

binaries separating the beautiful from the repulsive, the

beautiful, the useful encourages itself.”
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II.
Divine Grace is dancing...The Heavenly Spheres make
music for us...Ye who dance not, know not what we are
knowing...Fain would I flee: and fain would I remain.
Gustav Holst
Earth outgrows the mythic fancies
Sung beside her in her youth:
And those debonair romances
Sound but dull beside the truth.
Phoebus’ chariot-course is run.
Look up, poets, to the sun!
Pan, Pan is dead.
The Dead Pan, Elizabeth Barrett Browning
While Jacobsen relates his work to that of such antiindustrialists as the Pre-Raphaelites and William
Morris, his paintings address the desire to return to
a prelapsarian state, without eschewing civilization
altogether. “I am embracing the Romanticists’ ideas
about the sublime in this show and continue to share
the Pre-Raphaelite’s longing for a pre-industrialized

The arresting hyper-realism of Jacobsen’s paintings of
a sentient natural world belies a more transformative
presence which underscores them. Entailing both
reflection and refraction, Jacobsen’s paintings have
the effect of Confucius’s mirror, remaining somehow
unsullied by that which they reflect. In the case
of his current body of work, the visceral, petrified
surfaces of the paintings serve as vestiges as they are
subsumed into a ritual gesture to a form of terrestrial
theosophy, somehow inoculated from the conventions
of fetishization.
Jacobsen, then, would seem to agree with the poet
Czesław Miłosz that, “when people cease to believe
that there is good and evil, only beauty will call to them
and save them, so that they will know how to say: this is
true and that is false.” And at that moment then perhaps
we will be able to declare that, despite the poets’ oftrepeated lamentation, Pan is not dead.

world.” In many ways, however, Jacobsen’s work looks
backwards and forwards at the same time and is rooted
in an awareness that the transcription of experience
into the vernacular of the visual arts necessarily
involves some form of technical intermediary. Echoing
Rei Terada’s argument concerning the impossibility of
emotion without some form of representation: “far from
being diluted by representations, emotions actually
require them.”
The lens flare in Jacobsen’s paintings appears as
residual ballast of the technological intermediary
employed in these works. Consciously drawing
attention to their artifice as a visual citation, Jacobsen’s
works suggest a transformative experience outside
the lens flare’s own legibility, much in line with Walter
Benjamin’s contention that, “the trace is appearance of
a nearness, however far removed the thing that left it
behind may be. The aura is appearance of a distance,
however close the thing that calls it forth. In the trace
we gain possession of the thing; in the aura it takes
possession of us.”
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Grace Yvette Gemmell is an art and cultural historian
and writer interested in the intersections between visual
and material culture and rhetoric and representation.
Her writings have appeared in Art + Auction Magazine,
Artinfo, Artspace magazine, Artlog, Capital New York,
Modern Painters, Artwrit, This Land, and Hyperallergic
among others. She is currently pursuing her PhD at
Cornell University
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